An alternative Hamiltonian formulation is presented for the spatially homogeneous EinsteinDirac system which in the nondegenerate case enables the number of gravitational degrees of freedom to be explicitly reduced to two.
INTRODUCTION
Teitelboim and Nelson 1 and Henneaux 2 have given a Hamiltonian formulation of the coupled Einstein-Dirac system in which the basic geometrical canonical variable is an orthonormal frame or "tetrad." However, an alternative formulation exists in which the usual gravitational canonical variables are retained and a fixed tetrad depending on those variables is introduced only to define the Dirac spin or fields. This can be useful when'the symmetry of the class of spacetimes under consideration is such that a "natural" candidate for the tetrad is available. Such a formulation has recently been used by Ryan and Obregon 3 to study the symmetric case Bianchi type IX Einstein-Dirac system.
For spatially homogeneous spacetimes of all of the Bianchi types except I, II, and V, a natural parametrization of the spatial metric exists which is closely related to a preferred class of orthonormal frames adapted to the symmetry properties of these spacetimes. 4 . 5 These spatially homogeneous tetrads consist of the unit vector field normal to the family of homogeneous hypersurfaces and a triad tangent to that family ( a "time gauge" tetrad 1 or "suited tetrad,,2). The triad is characterized by the fact that the Lie brackets of its elements are in "standard diagonal form,,5 and represent a compromise between the desire to maintain the simplicity of the group properties of the triad while introducing as little rotation of the triad as possible with respect to one parallely propagated along the normal congruence, the latter choice being favored by Henneaux. 6 For the Bianchi types I, II, and V, there is some freedom involved in choosing a parametrization of the spatial metric adapted to the symmetry. One may arbitrarily fix this freedom as is done here and hence single out an associated triad, but the resulting discussion is complicated by the symmetries which have been ignored. In particular, one cannot easily exploit the constants of the motion which arise for these special types. Here the approach of Henneaux 6 is perhaps more suitable.
The natural parametrization of the metric divides the gravitational variables into two sets, the scale variables and automorphism variables, the latter being associated with the symmetry of the dynamics. In the Einstein-Dirac system the automorphism "coordinates" do not explicitly appear due to ·'Part of this work was done while the author was a NATO postdoctoral fellow at the University of Rome and the remainder while a visitor at the Max-Planck-Institut fUr Astrophysik, Miinchen, Federal Republic of Germany. Partially supported by NSF Grant No. PHY-80-0735I.
the symmetry of the system,leaving only their velocities (and momenta) to influence the remaining variables. This is slightly different from the Einstein-perfect fluid and Einstein-Maxwell systems, where a change of source variables is first required to eliminate the automorphism "coordinates ".4 In this sense the Einstein-Dirac case is more similar to the vacuum case, where the automorphism symmetry is not broken. However, due to the supermomentum constraints it is only in the degenerate Bianchi types I, II, V, and VI _ 1/9 that any of the associated constants of the motion are allowed to be nonvanishing. Unfortunately, it is precisely in the first three cases that the choice of variables is not well suited to the exploitation of these constants of the motion. The aim of the present paper is to extend the Lagrangian/Hamiltonian formulation of spatially homogeneous dynamics described in Refs. 4 and 5 to the Einstein-Dirac case, in which a spatially homogeneous classical Dirac spinor field acts as the source of the spatially homogeneous gravitational field, the notable new feature here being the occurrence of derivative coupling. The derivative coupling involves only the automorphism velocities, which are responsible for the rotation of the triad. In the class B case the spinor field contributes to the nonpotential force 4 . 5 .
7 which drives the Langrangian/Hamiltonian system for the gravitational variables, while its own equation of motion obtained from the variational principle differs from the Dirac equation by a single term. The Dirac equation must therefore be imposed separately in this case.
In Sec. 2, the metric parametrization and preferred tetrad are introduced together with Dirac spinor fields. In Sec. 3, the Lagrangian/Hamiltonian analysis is carried out and its relation to the more conventional approach is described, while Sec. 4 studies the allowable special cases of the general system of equations. Section 5 discusses the possibility of considering "twisted" Dirac spinor fields as sources. The notation and results established in Ref. 5 are assumed in the present paper, which is intended as a sequel to that earlier work. In the nondegenerate case here, as described in Ref. 5 for a general nonderivatively coupled source, the number of gravitational degrees offreedom may also be reduced to two by explicitly solving the supermomentum and super-Hamiltonian constraints.
Since the spatially homogeneous Dirac field is taken to be an ordinary commuting classical field, it does not satisfy any of the usual energy conditions required of reasonable matter. In particular the energy-momentum tensor vanishes identically when the axial current vanishes, leading to "ghost solutions"of the Einstein-Dirac system 3 .
H consisting of a vacuum solution of the Einstein equations on which a Dirac field with vanishing energy-momentum tensor propagates. This is a rather clear sign that the classical EinsteinDirac system, although very interesting mathematically, cannot be taken seriously from the physical point of view.
THE PREFERRED TETRAD
The metric of a spatially homogeneous spacetime (R X G,4g) may be written in the following form:
where I {i)a 1 is the basis of left invariant I-forms dual to a basis e = lea 1 of the Lie algebra g of left invariant vector fields on a 3-dimensional (for simplicity, simply connected) Lie group G and the positive-definite matrix g = gabeba depends only on the time t. The frame lea 1 = I eo = a/at = ao,e a 1 is a comoving ADM frame for the spatially homogeneous slicing, which simply means that the "reduced frame" e is tangent to the hypersurfaces of constant t (the group orbits of the natural left action of G on R X G ) and has vanishing Lie brackets with eo, which in this case happens to be the unit normal e 1 to those hypersurfaces.
The remaining Lie brackets define the components of the structure constant tensor of g in the basis e:
which may be written in the well-known form When the symmetric matrix n = nabe b a is diagonal, i.e., n = diag (n(1),n(2 1 ,n(3 1 ), and a f = atP f , the components cabe are said to be in standard diagonal form. They are called canonical components and e a canonical basis of g when in addition they assume the canonical values given in Ref. 5 for each Bianchi type Lie group G. The matrix representation Aute (g) with respect to the basis e of the automorphism group Aut(g) of the Lie algebra g is just that subgroup of GL(3,R ) which leaves C a be fixed under the natural action of GL(3,R ) on these components. Aute (g) for any canonical basis is called the canonical automorphism matrix group and SAute (g) designates its unimodular subgroup. Unless otherwise stated, e is assumed to be a canonical basis.
As described in Refs. 4 and 5, the special automorphism matrix group SAute (g) is the symmetry group of the ordinary differential equations satisfied by the metric matrix g when no sources are present. For all but the degenerate Bianchi types I, II, and Y, the canonical special automorphism matrix group G is 3-dimensional and has off-diagonal generators I Ka 1 which permit the following parametrization of the metric matrix in terms of diagonal matrix g' = e 213 and a general element S of G:
leo,e+,LI = 11,diag(I,I,-2),diag (v'3,-v'3 This parametrization can be interpreted in terms oftwo successive transformations of the canonical basis e:
(2.5) e' = I e~ 1 is an orthogonal time-dependent canonical basis of g which can be completed to a comoving ADM frame I eb ,e~ 1 by adjoining a certain not necessarily spatially homogeneous vector field eb = e 1 + N,ae~ as described in Refs. 4 and S. g' is the metric matrix in the new co moving frame while N ,ae~ is the shift vector field for the frame and is determined algebraically by the "automorphism velocities"
I dJu I, which are defined by (2.6) On the other hand, I eo,e~ 1 is an orthogonal spacetime frame which may be normalized to produce the tetrad I e~ 1 = I eo,e; I· e" = Ie; 1 is a triad with time-dependent structure constant tensor components:
which are still in standard diagonal form since they differ from canonical components only by a scaling (hence the term "scale variables" for Pl. Since G is a symmetry group, the components of all geometrical quantities in the frame I e~ 1 do not explicitly involve S, except implicitly through the automorphism velocities. In fact, by the introduction of the equivalent shift vector field they determine, one can obtain the spacetime metric without knowledge of S. Any other spatially homogeneous triad e '" is related to e" by some (generally time-dependent) rotation RESO(3,R):
The angular velocity of the triad then becomes
(2.9) (2.10) However, unless the spacetime metric has additional symmetry, the new structure constant tensor components C /lOa be will no longer have the simple standard diagonal form and will depend explicitly on the matrix R. If there is additional symmetry, this form may be preserved but will generally increase the angular velocity of the triad, as discussed below.
For Bianchi types I, II, and Y, SAute (g) has dimension 8,5, and 5, respectively. For Bianchi type I, SAute (g) = SL(3, R ) , while in the other two cases, respectively, SAute (g) is the semidirect product group (T3)T' X s SL(2b and (T3)X s SL(2b, where SL(2b is the SL(2,R) subgroup of SL(3,R ) which leaves the third axis of R 3 invariant under its natural action on R 3 while T3 is the 2-dimensional abelian subgroup generated by {e 3 1 ,e 3 21. A suitable but nonunique candidate G for the parametrization (2.4) is obtained by replacing the special linear groups SL(3,R ) and SL(2h, respectively, by their special orthogonal subgroups SO(3,R ) and SO(2h. However, all rotations R belonging to the special orthogonal subgroup occurring in the parametrization leave the structure constant tensor components in standard diagonal form and so may be used to decrease the rotation of the triad while preserving that form. For example, one may always choose ~ "' a = ° in the type I case and ~ ",3 = ° in the others. This freedom leads to the problem that improper choice of initial data can introduce "spurious time-dependence",4.s masking the fact that fewer independent functions of time may be involved in the solution than seem to appear. 
It is also convenient to introduce the following standard notation for derivatives of spinor expressions:
Recall that the Dirac matrices behave like covariant constants.
(2.12)
The two equivalent forms for the Dirac equation may be evaluated using the expressions for the connection components given in Appendix A:
The current density / and axial current 4..af are defined by
(2.14)
By choosing a particular representation of the Dirac matrices, one can show that if ..af"a = ° at any time, the quantities ..af"o, iJilJl, and iJiYslJlwill also vanish. 3 The equations of Appendix B then show that they remain zero for all times. The next section shows that such solutions have a vanishing energy-momentum tensor and hence correspond to the "ghost solutions" mentioned in the Introduction.
Define o-a = -!i€abcY'c. The matrices {o-a 1 have the same commutation relations as the standard Pauli matrices {O"a 1 and { -~io-a 1 is a basis of the real Lie subalgebra of the Dirac algebra which is isomorphic to the Lie algebra of SU (2). This basis has the same structure constant tensor components as the canonical basis {ka IX I of the Lie algebra of SO(3,R ). If the rotation of (2.9) is given by :!II = exp 8 aka IX, the components of ¢ transform in the following way:
(2.15)
The matrix W is one of the two matrices (namely wand Using the expressions for ~",a b given in Appendix A (with n = 1), one sees that ~ ",a~"'a <~ "a ~"a' i.e., the angular velocity of e"' is less than that of e". However, unless ~",a is itself invariant under the rotation S, which is the case when S is confined to a I-dimensional subgroup, it will depend explicitly on 8 and therefore 8 appears explicitly in the Einstein-Dirac system, preventing its elimination as discussed in the next section. Ryan and Obregon have chosen the triad e" ' for the type IX symmetric case, where 8 is confined to a 1-dimensional subgroup, and this problem does not occur. Note that in the class A case, the structure constant tensor enters the Dirac equation only through the rotationally invariant expression 2r "a a = g-1/2 Tr 0", which therefore is independent of the choice of triad. However, unless SESAut e (g), this value will itself depend explicitly on S as well as the scale variables.
LAGRANGIAN/HAMILTONIAN ANALYSIS
The Lagrangian/Hamiltonian analysis of the dynamical Einstein equations given in Ref. 5 using the parametriza tion (2.4) is easily extended to the Einstein-Dirac case by first evaluating the spinor contribution to the ADM Lagrangian and then passing to the Hamiltonian formulation. In the class B case the Lagrangian and Hamiltonian equations must of course be checked against the Einstein-Dirac equations to see what modifications are required to make them correct. The Dirac Lagrangian, super-Hamiltonian, supermomentum, and spatial energy-momentum tensor must therefore be evaluated. The gravitational constant K defined by G a{J = KTa{J is left unspecified, although other treatments of the Einstein-Dirac system choose 2K = 1. The choice of L ADM = 2KL ~7>~ as the gravitational Lagrangian 10 requires that the usual matter Lagrangian be multiplied by the factor 2K as well.
The components of the energy-momentum tensor of the spinor field are given by
The spatial components are found to be
The supermomentum and super-Hamiltonian are evaluated using the Dirac equation to trade time derivatives for spatial derivatives:
( 3.3)
The matrix notation used here is explained in Appendix A. The components of the supermomentum with respect to the triad e' are needed for the discussion of the supermomentum constraints:
The following Dirac Lagrangian is chosen: ' "a.9 /; -JiY'1/2 . rivatives of L 1/2 with respect to the gravitational variables.
One is therefore forced to impose the Dirac equations by hand in the class B case. Let the total Lagrangian, super-Hamiltonian, and supermomentum be the sum of the gravitational expressions given in Ref. 5 and the Dirac expressions given above:
The presence of the automorphism velocities in the Dirac Lagrangian changes the relationship between the canonical automorphism momenta and the velocities; this does riot occur for the scale variables.
Using (A9) and (AIO) leads to another useful expression for na'
(3.8)
The noncanonical "coordinates" {S,iJaJ and {S,P a J on the velocity and momentum phase spaces are employed here. These may be used to perform calculations by first imag~ning a local coordinate system {e iJ on G with velocities e i and mechanical momenta Pi> in terms of which one has 4 (3.9) where {e a = eiaa i J and I iJa = iJaide iJ are a basis and corresponding dual basis of the Lie algebra of right invariant vector fields on G determined by the basis I Ka J of the matrix Lie algebra: Since the Lagrange derivatives of the gravitational Lagrangian are given by4 
The Hamiltonian is then defined in the usual way: The Einstein-Dirac system is subject to the constraints 7t" = 0 = 7t"a' . The supermomentum components are easily evaluated using the expression for the gravitational supermomentum 5 :
(3.21) together with (3.4), (3.8), (AW), and (A13): In the nondegenerate class A case, the supermomentum constraints are simply ilo = 0, leaving an effective potential behind in the Hamiltonian:
At this point none of the automorphism variables appear in the Hamiltonian and the geometrical degrees of freedom have been reduced in number to three, those associated with the scale variables which exhibit no derivative coupling (i.e., mechanical and canonical momenta coincide). As in Ref. 5, one may eliminate another degree offreedom (associated with f3 0) by using the super-Hamiltonian constraint, leading to an unconstrained Hamiltonian system for the two degrees offreedom ff3 ± ], driven of course by the matter variables whose equations of motion also follow from the Hamiltonian.
In the nondegenerate class B case, the supermomentum constraints are ill = il2 = il3 + ap + = 0, so il3 must be retained in the effective potential: 24) until the equations of motion for the scale variables have been derived, at which time it may be replaced by -ap+.
With the energy reduction, one again arrives at an unconstrained Hamiltonian system for the two geometrical degrees offreedom (f3 ± I, driven by the remaining component Q + of the nonpotential force and the matter variables, whose equations of motion do not follow from the Hamiltonian. In both cases the supermomentum constraints may be used to determine the automorphism velocities in terms of the remaining variables. One may either use these to integrate (2.6) for S or to define an equivalent shift vector field algebraically, thus eliminating the need to integrate (2.6). Since the super-Hamiltonian constraint reduction may also be viewed as defining an equivalent lapse function,S one sees that the solution of the four constraints may be interpreted as leading to the introduction of particular lapse and shift variables.
The degenerate Bianchi types I, II, V, and VI _ 1/9 require more detailed discussion similar to that given for the perfect fluid case, 4 since the degeneracy of the supermomentum constraints allows one to eliminate fewer degrees offreedom while permitting nonzero values for some of the constants of the motion associated with the symmetry group SAute (g).
To discuss the constants of the motion it is useful to introduce the variables H = ePS with conjugate momenta ~, which may be evaluated using the expression (A 7) for r::Ol>: In the class A case these are constants of the motion. However, in the nondegenerate case where R = S, the supermomentum constraints require that they vanish. For Bianchi type II, where R 3 a = tP a (see Ref. 5) , the supermomentum constraints III = ll2 = 0 lead to P (Ka) = -ll383 a' so that only the constants of the motion P (L), P (e.12 + e 2 1 ), and P (K3) = -ll3 associated with the subgroup SL(2b C SAute (g) are allowed to be nonzero. For Bianchi type I the supermomentum constraints are identically satisfied and eight linearly independent constants of the motion associated with SL(3,R ) exist. This case was completely solved by Henneaux 6 ; the choice of variables made here is not adapted to the exploitation of these constants.
In the class B case, the time derivative of a function F on the phase space depending only on the canonical gravitational variables is given by F= {F,KJ + Qa aF lalla + Q+ aF lap+, (3.33) hence the generators P(Ka) satisfy ' (3.34) since R 3 a = 8 3 a here. Thus P (Kd and P (K2) are constants of the motion but since III = ll2 = 0 for all types except VL 1/9' one again has P (Ka) = -ll3 8 3 a' so tHey must vanish. For Bianchi type VL 1/9 the constraints only require III -ll2 =O,sotheconstantofthemotionP(K I + K 2 ) is allowed to be nonzero. For Bianchi type V the situation is similar to type II with only the canonical generators associated with SL(2h C SAute (g) allowed to be nonzero. However, the connection of this subgroup with constants of the motion is unclear.
The conventional Hamiltonian approach of Henneaux as applied in the class A spatially homogeneous case 6 may be obtained from the present approach by introducing the timedependent orthogonal matrix fYI of(2.9) as an arbitrary gauge variable (involving three degrees offreedom). If ~ is a spinor transformation which covers fYI, i.e., satisfies (2.16), then the following may be considered as a time-dependent transformation of the configuration space variables: KI/2 = 2Kim ijI'P, which is a constant. One thus obtains solutions of the vacuum type VIo Taub-like case for which the gravitational super-Hamiltonian is allowed to be a nonvanishing constant, i.e., dust (pressure free perfect fluid) solutions with 4-velocity u = eland energy density p = im ijI 'P. 6 Unfortunately, this energy density may assume nonpositive values.
For the degenerate Bianchi types I,V, and II, the specializations corresponding to local rotational symmetry and, in the first two cases isotropy (of the metric), are possible. For Bianchi type II there is only the locally rotationally symmetric (LRS) case vii T(3) characterized by the conditions &,i'#O and/3 -= p_ = 0 = dia. An additional constant of the motion in the massless case enabled Henneaux to integrate all of the equations explicitly.6 For Bianchi type V one has the same LRS case. However, in the general type V case thethirdsupermomentumconstraintp+ = 0 =/3 + isasimpIe holonomic constraint which requires/3 + to be a constant which may be set equal to zero by the action of a constant automorphism, as in the vacuum case.
4 Thus the LRS case coincides with the isotropic case. The only nonvanishing part of the spinor energy-momentum tensor is the superHamiltonian KI/2 = 2Kimijl'P = 2KpgI/2, which is a constant since r "a a = 0 but not necessarily a positive constant.
One thus obtains the open Friedman dust solutions, although the energy density p may assume non positive values. When the mass m is set equal to zero, one arrives at flat spacetime in the hyperboloidal time slicing.
8 Bianchi type I exhibits the same LRS case vii T(3) [the others are equivalent under the action of SAute (g) = SL(3,R)] for which p + is a constant of the motion. Setting it to zero yields the isotropic case. The general Bianchi type I case has been solved exactly by Henneaux. 6 It is worth noting that although the LRS metrics of Bianchi types I and VIIo and V and Vll h , respectively, coincide, the corresponding spatially homogeneous Dirac spinor fields differ in their symmetry properties. Those of types VIIo and VII h undergo a space-dependent rotation relative to the spatially homogeneous spin or fields of types I and V.
"TWISTED" DIRAC FIELDS
Let! e a l now stand for the basis of the Lie algebra 9 of right invariant vector fields on G which coincides with the basis! e a l of 9 at the identity. Interpreted as fields on R X G, the elements of 9 are spacetime Killing vector fields. The most general spinor field tP whose energy-momentum tensor is spatially homogeneous satisfies II (5.1) where A. a are real constants which satisfy A. c C cab = 0, since
In other words A. = A.cW c is a time-independent exact left invariant and, therefore, bi-invariant I-form on G. The classification of possible symmetries for such spinor fields therefore corresponds exactly to the classification of spatially selfsimilar spacetimes.
12 ,13 All Bianchi types except the semisimple types VIII and IX admit bi-invariant I-forms. Let tP,w = FtP, where IF 12 = 1, dF = iA.F, and tP is spatially homogeneous II and say that tPrw is obtained from tP by "twisting", the analog of the conformal scaling of spatially homogeneous metrics to obtain spatially self-similar metries. 12 The energy-momentum tensor of tP,w and its Dirac equation may be rewritten in terms of tP using the relations a:: 'P rw = F (iA:: 'P), ijlrw ra:: 'P The presence of the constant I-form A. in the EinsteinDirac system reduces the symmetry group from SAute (g) to the subgroup which leaves A. a invariant. However, the space ofbi-invariant I-forms is I-dimensional and hence automatically invariant under the action ofSAut.(g) for all Bianchi types except I,ll, and III = VI _ I' where this space has dimension 3, 2, and 2, respectively. For type III, only the 1-dimensional subspace of "exceptional" bi-invariant I-forms is not invariant under SAute (g), corresponding to Eardley'S exceptional type rIll. 12 For the Bianchi types other than I, II, VIII, and IX and for the nonexceptional type III case, one has For the class A types of this class, /"0 is a constant and ll3 remains a constant of the motion but which is now allowed to be nonvanishing. Only the symmetric cases vii S(3) are now permitted, requiring &'; = &'~o3a and/; =/~o3a (for the class A types, &') is again constant). However, the consistency of these conditions with the equations of motion (B2) and (B3) requires that 'Pbe an eigenvector of (73 = ir12,
i.e., a spin eigenstate:
which implies 4&,~/ /"0 = _ r, /"3 = -r4&,"0, (5.8) results obtained by choosing an explicit representation of the Dirac matrices. Excluding Bianchi type V, the one nontrivial momentum constraint is
For types VIIo and VII h , the LRS case vii T(3) requires /3 -= 0 = P 3 , in which case..!' "33 = 1 and (5.9) becomes ap+ = -21< /"0(,1,3 --! r 
(5.12)
Since! -!ia a = -! E abe r be I is the image basis of ! ka IX I in the Lie subalgebra of the Dirac algebra, the following relation gives the components of the twisted type Vllo/ Vll h spinor fields in terms of the type IIY tetrad: ' (5.13) where the choice F = exp iA3x3 has been made. The twisted type VlloIYllh spin eigenvector fields satisfying (5.11) coincide with the corresponding spatially homogeneous type IIY fields. Thus, the LRS twisted type VlloIYllh spin eigenstate case satisfying (5.11) is equivalent to the spatially homogeneous spin eigenstate subcase of Bianchi type IIY. On the other hand, if (5.11) is not imposed in the LRS type Vll h case, one sees from (5.13) that the spinor field is equivalent to a twisted type V field with twisting parameter A j = ,1,3 -! r, i.e., it is sufficient to consider only the LRS type V case when IJI is a spin eigenstate.
For Bianchi type V the momentum constraint is ''0. (5. 14)
The LRS case J( T(3) now imposes no condition on ,1,3 but this constraint shows that isotropy is no longer possible for nonzero ,1,3' since )' '' ''' o are constants of the motion while il2 = 0 = ily
CONCLUSION
The conventional Hamiltonian formulation of the Einstein-Dirac system was developed for a general spacetime where no class of preferred tetrads exists. Additional gravitational variables subject to new constraints must be introduced to describe the most general tetrad, I which of course is not adapted to a given slicing of the spacetime. However, the mathematical machinery is much simpler when the timelike member of the tetrad is the unit normal to the chosen slicing, ' .2 and hence for a spacetime where a natural slicing exists, it is therefore appropriate to use a reduced formulation in which only the rotational freedom in the spatial triads remains. For a space-time in which a preferred class of spatial triads also exists, it is logical to suppress the rotational freedom as well, thereby removing completely the additional gauge variables required to consider arbitrary tetrads.
For spatially homogeneous spacetimes (excluding those of Bianchi types I, II, and V), the symmetry picks out such a preferred class of tetrads, permitting a reduced Hamiltonian formulation from which simpler differential equations follow and which allows the explicit solution of the remaining constraints, thus leading to a system of equations for the minimum number of unconstrained variables. Moreover, the decomposition of the gravitational variables which accomplishes this has a direct geometrical interpretation which aids in the understanding of the system. For the Bianchi types I, II, and V, the symmetry allows a certain rotational gauge freedom to remain which complicates the discussion somewhat but does not prevent a treatment analogous to that of the other types.
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APPENDIX A
The frame! e u I has structure functions
c y ' The metric connection components are given by r n f3 ), =cuU (Vefle y ) d;(
The only nonvanishing components are
where Kab = -~ gab are the components of the extrinsic curvature tensor.
If W is any two index spatial geometric object, let W, W', and W" be the matrices of mixed components of Wwith respect to the spatial frames e, e', and elf, respectively, i.e., + nl3leIJ ' -IJ' -IJ') .
(A8)
As in Ref. 5 let ~ ab = Tr %~%;, = Tr %;%;; (with inverse ~ab) and letpA = aLGlapA and P a = aLGla(ja be the mechanical momenta. Using the explicit velocity-momentum relation given there, one finds the following expression for the gravitational mechanical momentum matrix:
' n" = -g1l2(K' -1 Tr K') = n (",AB pAeB 
with similar definitions for the primed and double primed components.
The following choice of matrices {lC a I generating {; is made: The remaining components in Bianchi types I, II, and V are given by the appropriate version of(AI4) evaluated at n = 1.
(Recall that pab = pa -f3' > .)
APPENDIX B
An immediate consequence of (2. 
The addition of the term -2iA.a fi,(yaOy + yyaO)t/I to the r.h.s.
of (B I) leads to the addition of the following terms to the r.h.s.'s of (B2): 
